Textile Halls
Field Shelter

COVERTEC – a stable shelter for every weather

Mobile field shelter to protect your animals
The mobile COVERTEC field shelter is a solid whilst easy
construction and this flexibility makes it suitable for a
variety of applications.
The shelter can be set up in a short amount of time and
with only 2 people. The three panels provide stability and
allow a flexible relocation. The fencing around the shelter
as well as the arch above are made out of galvanized steel
pipes. The arch construction will be covered with our PES
tarpaulin which will then be tensioned against the metal
framework.

Application Areas:
- Shading and sun protection for horses, cattle, sheep
and virtually any other animal.
- Carport for cars, coaches, trailers, boats, etc.
- Shelter for tools and / or machinery like lawn mowers,
tractors, etc.
- Calf house
- Dry storage area for hay, straw, fire wood, etc.

The mobile COVERTEC field shelter is a solid whilst easy construction

Scope of Delivery:
-

Three galvanized side-panels
Galvanized arch construction (“roof”)
PES-tarpaulin, prefabricated
Stainless steel ratchets 25 mm incl. PES-strap for
tensioning of the tarpaulin
- Aluminum pipes for tensioning
The COVERTEC field shelters are available in the following
two sizes:

Width

Depth

3,60 m

3,60 m

6,00 m

6,00 m
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Tarpaulin with hem for ballasting if desired

Ratchets for tensioning oft he tarpaulin

Optionally available:
PES tarpaulin with PVC coating on both sides available
in the following colors:

white

grey

brown

darkgreen

black

beige
Shelter with gate

Back wall with combination of tarpaulin and wind protection mesh
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